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1 General Safety
WARNING! Follow appropriate company hazard assessment procedures before engaging in
work on an oil & gas well site or industrial site.
This Installation Guide does not claim to cover all possible scenarios that may be encountered
while performing maintenance and installation tasks. It is the owner’s and installer’s
responsibility to ensure safe procedures are followed at all times.
Be sure to always wear proper personal protective equipment at all times.
WORK SAFE! BE SAFE! GO HOME SAFE!
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2 Product Overview
TorqKing Tubing Collars are designed as heavy duty collars with an upset area and integrated torque
rings. Power tongs can achieve a higher torque without installing a loose torque ring compared to
conventional EUE collars, which are prone to damage or even failure under high torque. When
TorqKing collars are used in a full string, a no-turn tool or torque rings are not required, as the higher
installation torque prevents tubing backing off.

TorqKing Tubing Collars are designed with an UHMW insert which prevents wear between the rod
string and the tubing.
2.1

Features
• UHMW plastic insert reduces potential rod wear by keeping the rod off
of the tubing wall
• Stronger, more robust design than a conventional EUE tubing collar
• Multiple material grades available to suit customer needs
• Industry leading thread treatment for prolonged run life
• Beveled edges on bottom and top to ensure collar slides past casing
patches or other casing issues

2.2

Sizes

The TorqKing collar is currently available in 2-7/8” EUE and 3-1/2” EUE. Standard sizes are fitted with
UMHW sleeves with an inside diameter suitable for the respective tubing.
In cases where 3-1/2” tubing is used with a smaller rod string, the TorqKing collars can be supplied
with reduced inside diameter sleeves. This option allows for better centralizing of the rod string and a
thicker sleeve for longer wear prevention. For example, if the rod string could be run in 2-7/8” tubing,
but you are using 3-1/2” tubing, then a reduced ID sleeve can be used.
Other sizes are available on request.
The TorqKing collars can also be supplied “bare”, without a UMHW sleeve as a non-centralizing high
strength collar.
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3 Installation General Tips
•

When installing a TorqKing collar above the pump stator, if the stator is not supplied with a
tack welded pup joint, a thread locking compound such as Loc-Tite red should be used on all
the threads to prevent backed off tubing. It is recommended to clean the threads with a
solvent to maximize the effectiveness of the thread locker.

•

Plainsman / Titus SafetyTorq drains are recommended for use with TorqKing collars due to
their high torque capabilities.

•

Titus tubing hangers are recommended for use with TorqKing collars. When using other styles
of tubing hangers, it is recommended to use a thread locking compound such as Loc-Tite red
on all the threads to prevent backed off tubing. The threads should be cleaned with a solvent
to maximize the effectiveness of the thread locker.

4 Installation – New Tubing
1. Remove pin end thread protector from the top of the tubing joint.
2. Top pin end threads must be free of foreign debris. Clean as necessary.
3. Apply sufficient API thread compound to both the tubing joint pin end and the
collar box end.

4. Spin on TorqKing hand tight.
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5. Pick up the tubing joint. Bottom pin end threads must be free of foreign debris. Clean as
necessary.
6. Apply sufficient API thread compound to both the tubing joint pin end and the collar box end.

7.
Stab the pin end into the collar on the joint below. If mis-stabbed, please
allow the driller to pick the tubing joint back up and re-stab. DO NOT push tubing
joint into the collar or thread damage may occur.
8.

Rotate tubing joint by hand to ensure connection is not crossed.

9.
Place the backups on the bottom joint and the tong dies on the recessed
area of the collar and torque the collar on with tongs in high gear with medium
revs until the collar shoulders out or stops rotating.
10. Switch tongs into low gear and add torque against the bottom torque
shoulder to get a final torque according to the Torque Table in section 5 below.
11. Place backup tong on the recessed tong area and the tong dies on the top tubing joint and
repeat the torqueing procedure.
12. Release tongs from tubing and the connection is now made up.
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5 Installation – Reused Tubing
1. While pulling tubing out of the well, break the top tubing joint from the old collar
and put the tubing in the stand.

2.
Break the collar connection free from the bottom tubing joint but leave the collar
on, allowing you to lift the tubing.
3.
While running the tubing back into the well, secure the tubing string with the slips
and hand spin off the old collar.

4.

Top pin end threads must be free of foreign debris. Clean as necessary.

5.
Apply sufficient API thread compound to both the tubing joint pin end and the
collar box end.

6.

Spin on TorqKing hand tight.
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7.
Pick up the next tubing joint from either the stand or the catwalk, remove
pin end thread protector. Bottom pin end threads must be free of foreign debris.
Clean as necessary.
8.
Apply sufficient API thread compound to both the tubing joint pin end and
the collar box end.

9.
Stab the pin end into the collar on the joint below. If mis-stabbed, please
allow the driller to pick the tubing joint back up and re-stab. DO NOT push tubing
joint into the collar or thread damage may occur.
10.

Rotate tubing joint by hand to ensure connection is not crossed.

11. Place the backups on the bottom joint and the tong dies on the recessed
area of the collar and torque the collar on with tongs in high gear with medium
revs until the collar shoulders out or stops rotating.
12. Switch tongs into low gear and add torque against the bottom torque
shoulder to get a final torque according to the Torque Table in section 5 below.
13. Place backup tong on the recessed tong area and the tong dies on the top
tubing joint and repeat the torqueing procedure.
14. Release tongs from tubing and the connection is now made up.
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6 Torque Table
COLLAR ID

API COUPLING TORQUE (FOR

TORQKING COLLAR

(IN)

REFERENCE ONLY, FT-LB)

INSTALL TORQUE (FT-LB)

1650

2150

2250

2600

P110

3040

3190

J-55

2280

3500

3030

4060

P110

4230

4950

J-55

2280

3500

3030

4060

4230

4950

SIZE*

GRADE

2-7/8” EUE

J-55
L-80

3-1/2” EUE

L-80

3-1/2” EUE

L-80

2.42

2.97

2.42**

P110

* Additional sizes, threads, and grades available on request
** For 2-7/8” OD rod components only

7 Ordering
7.1

Required Information

Please specify:
•

Tubing size & grade

•

Rod component size / Collar ID

•

With UMHW sleeve or “bare”

7.2

Contact Information

Precision Machining & Manufacturing
4, 61219 RR 481
Bonnyville, AB T9N 2J6
780-201-7481 (Phone)
admin@precision-machining.ca (E-mail)
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